DASH AND DOT SHOW

EPISODE 1

AUDITION SIDES
Welcome to the Dash & Dot Show!

INT. Family room

Molly and Joe stick their heads into the scene.

    MOLLY
    Hi I am Molly!

    JOE
    And I am Joe!

    MOLLY
    We are the actual masterminds
    behind the Dash & Dot show.

    JOE
    (as Dot, muttering)
    Thats so not true.

    JOE
    We are going to show you some cool
    things to do with Dash & Dot

Dash wearing an explorers outfit with Dot on its back (same scene as before).

    MOLLY
    Delivering a Dot telegram to a
    friend.

(same scene as before) but this time its zoomed farther out and you can see the pile of other things in the room that have been pushed into a pile.

    JOE
    Cleaning up after yourself.

Dot hanging on a doorknob - you can see hands putting Dot on the doorknob the outline of a child sneaking away.

    MOLLY
    And tricks you can play on
    unsuspecting siblings.

    JOE
    We want to share them with you!

Rewind back into scene of taking Dash & Dot out of the box.

    MOLLY
    But first, well show you how to get
    started and set Dash & Dot up.
Pressing Dashs on button and Dots on button.

JOE
Once you take Dash & Dot out of their box, turn them on!

Plugging into the computer + light illuminates.

MOLLY
You might need to charge them a little. Just plug them into your computer or the wall.

Light on charging port turns off.

JOE
And when the light goes off they are done charging! It takes an hour or so...

Going from our website to the app store, then downloading.

MOLLY
Dash & Dot work with your iPad or Android tablet. Visit makewonder.com/start to find the apps! Download the Go app from the app store so you can connect and start playing!